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The debate over the question, “Are Mormons ‘Christians?,’” continues at Beliefnet.com.
My second article was published Thursday and I look forward to reading the response
by Orson Scott Card. The debate can be found here.

From my second article:

In any event, the question was framed theologically, and it was framed by Beliefnet in
terms of “traditional Christian orthodoxy.” With the question structured that way, the
answer is clear and unassailable – Mormonism is not Christianity. When the question is
framed this way, Mr. Card and I actually agree, as his essay makes clear.

In his words, “I am also happy to agree with him that when one compares our
understanding of the nature of God and Christ, we categorically disagree with almost
every statement in the “historic creeds and doctrinal affirmations” he refers to.”

Mr. Card would prefer that the question be put differently. I understand his concern, and if I were a Mormon I would
share that concern and would try to define Christianity in some way other than traditional Christian orthodoxy. The
reason is simple – traditional Christian orthodoxy and Mormon theology are utterly incompatible.

Mr. Card is gracious, even when suggesting that I misinterpret the Book of Mormon. He even suggests that I have not
read it. The fact is that I have, and I have even studied Mormon theology in the course of my graduate studies. Reading
the Book of Mormon was a fascinating experience. Nevertheless, if I were a Mormon arguing that Mormonism is
Christianity, I would be very reluctant to suggest that those I am seeking to persuade should read the Book of Mormon.
Nothing will more quickly reveal the distance between Mormon theology and historic Christianity.

The debate continues in days ahead. Beliefnet also provides an opportunity for reader comments, and the comments
are lively.
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